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This  report  forms  part  of  the  European 
Commission's contribution to  the  United Nations 
International Year of the  Family,  which  includes 
among its underlying principles the need to  foster 
~-~ 
U~Jn~ 
equality between women 
and men within families 
and to bring about a fuller 
sharing of domestic res-
ponsibilities and employ-
ment opportunities'. 
) 
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ESEARCH PROVIDES 
INSIGHT into father-
hood - but is not 
itself culture-free. 
The issues that are 
researched and how 
they are concept-
ualised are, in part 
at least, the product 
of a particular time 
and place. For ex-
ample, in the  1940s 
and 1950s, research into the role of 
fathers  in children's development 
focused on sex-role development, 
achievement and psychosocial adjust-
ment, especially in  sons. Also in  this 
period and running into the  1960s, 
studies focused on families in  which 
fathers were absent. But in the mid-
1970s, coinciding with growing mater-
nal employment, research developed on 
the  nature  and  extent  of fathers' 
involvement with their children, and 
more recent studies have taken this 
theme further by considering the effects 
of highly involved fathers. At the same 
time, the growth of separation and 
divorce and of lone parenthood has 
given rise to  a new interest in father 
absence, for example the issue of non-
residential parenting  1. 
THE MEDIA  IS  ANOTHER SOURCE of 
insight into current ideas about fathers 
and fatherhood,  as  well as  being a 
powerful force in shaping those ideas. 
For example, a study by a Swedish 
researcher examined how the image of 
the Swedish father has changed by 
examining magazines, advertisements 
and textbooks between 1934 and 1988. 
In the  1930s, the Swedish father was 
typically shown in a relaxed 'weekend' 
atmosphere, then later began to  be 
portrayed as  a  'working day' parent. 
Recently, fathers have moved into areas 
such as household work and child care. 
The definition of a  'good father'  is 
consistently grounded in middle class 
values2.  A  similar exercise has been 
Ideas about fathers  and  fatherhood,  what  it means to  be a 
'good  father',  are  the  product  of  particular  cultures  and 
times.  They change  over time  and vary between societies. 
These  ideas  and  meanings  are  reproduced  and 
represented  in  different ways:  through the family,  religion, 
the law, education and  other social institutions. 
conducted for American fathers,  this 
time  however  using  newspaper 
cartoons.  Until  the  1970s,  these 
cartoons portrayed fathers as incom-
petent child caretakers, but during the 
1970s there were signs of a  shift: 
fathers  began to  appear as  potentially 
useful but failing to  achieve their 
potentiaP. 
BECAUSE OF THE MEDIA'S ABILITY both 
to  reflect and shape images of fathers 
and  issues  about  fatherhood,  the 
Network  on  Childcare  and  Other 
Measures to  Reconcile Employment 
and Family Responsibilities for Men 
and Women (referred to  below as  the 
'Childcare Network') has undertaken a 
project for the European Commission's 
Equal Opportunities Unit to monitor 
the extent and nature of newspaper 
coverage of fathers  and fatherhood,  as 
well as of men and their participation in 
the care of children, mothers and 
motherhood and the reconciliation of 
employment  and  family  respon-
sibilities. Interesting and important as 
these broad areas are, the project had a 
more specific focus  arising from the 
particular policy  concerns  of the 
European Union. 
THE EUROPEAN UNION has recognised 
for some time that reconciliation of 
employment and family responsibilities 
is an  important condition for achieving 
gender equality in the labour market -
and that reconciliation requires more 
equal sharing of these family respon-
sibilities between men and women (see 
box for  statements by  the Commission 
and  Council  of Ministers  on  this 
subject). This commitment in principle 
has begun to inform policy. Article 6 of 
the Council Recommendation on Child 
Care, adopted in  1992, recommends 
that  'Member States should promote 
and encourage, with due respect for the 
freedom of the individual, increased 
participation by men (in  the care and 
upbringing of children) in order to 
achieve  a  more  equal  sharing  of 
parental responsibilities between men 
and women'. While, in its White Paper 
on Social Policy, published in  1994, the 
Commission commits itself to  'looking 
at  ways of addressing the issues of ste-
reotyped roles of the sexes in society'. THE NETWORK'S MONITORING PRO· 
JECT has  been particularly influenced 
by  these policy  objectives of the 
Commission and  the European Union. 
The priority has been to review how the 
issues of sharing family responsibilities 
and men as  carers for children are 
publicly discussed and to  what extent 
the care and upbringing of children and 
the reconciliation of employment and 
family responsibilities are presented 
and discussed as  women's issues or 
issues for women and men. In short, the 
EU  has  an  agenda  on  fathers, 
employment and caring for children: 
but how far is  this agenda also the 
agenda  for  public  discussion  in 
Member States, at least as  revealed by 
newspapers? 
THE NETWORK TOOK ON  THIS PROJECT 
as  part of a programme of work on the 
theme of 'men as carers', developed by 
a small Working Group whose mem-
bers come from Belgium, Denmark, 
Italy and the United Kingdom. The aim 
of  the  programme  is  to  support 
implementation of Article 6 of the 
Council Recommendation, by explor-
ing ways  of promoting and supporting 
increased participation by  men in the 
care and upbringing of children.  Work 
on this  issue has included analysis of 
fathers'  as  well as  mothers'  employ-
ment in the EU; a review of leave 
arrangements for working parents, 
which pays particular attention to 
fathers'  take-up of different types of 
leave, including Parental Leave; a 
report on strategies and measures to 
support change4;  a report on  ways to 
increase the number of men working in 
childcare services (in preparation); and 
participation in a project which is 
exploring ways of increasing fathers' 
participation in childcare services and 
the potential use of these services as 
means to promote cultural change. 
THE PROJECT  TO  MONITOR  NEWS· 
PAPERS  complements this other work 
which is  mainly about how to promote 
change in men's participation in the 
care and upbringing of children. This 
report provides a clearer view about 
public images  and discussions of 
fathers  and men as  carers, and whether 
these are at a point where they support 
wider change in gender roles, identities 
and relationships. 
I  For more discussion of the development of 
fatherhood  research,  see  M.  Lamb  ( 1994) 
'Paternal influences on child development', paper 
presented  at  a  conference  on  Changing 
Fatherhood, University ofTilburg, May 1994. 
2 See LHagstro (1991)  'Den massmedialefadern: 
fadersrollen spegled i veckopress,  reklam och 
larobocker genomfemtio ar', Nord-Nytt, 44, 25-33. 
3 See RD Day and WC Mackey (  1986)  'The role 
image of American fathers:  an  examination of a 
media myth', Journal of Comparative Family 
Studies, 17 (3): 371-388. 
4 See  the following  reports by the  EC Childcare 
Network: Mothers,  Fathers and Employment 
1985-1990 (1993); Leave Arrangements for 
Workers with Children (1994); Men as Carers -
towards a culture of  responsibility,  sharing and 
reciprocity (1994).  All published in  Brussels by 
the European Commission Equal Opportunities 
Unit(DG V). This  project work  has  been  undertaken · 
States of the  European  Union:  Bel  · 
Germany, Italy, Spain and the Un 
project should  have covered all M 
the timetable for the project invo 
deadlines.  It was  therefore  necessary to  strike a  balance 
between  the  number of  countries  covered  and  ensuring 
that the timetable could be achieved. OUR  OF  THE  SEVEN 
MEMBER STATES (Bel-
gium, Denmark, Italy, 
UK) were selected on 
the basis that they are 
represented  in  the 
Network's  Men  as 
Carers Working Group. 
The other three coun-
tries (France, Germany, 
Spain)  have  been 
selected because of 
their size and location. The seven 
countries also give a good spread of 
Member States in terms of location, 
size and other characteristics. 
IN EACH MEMBER STATE, a selection of 
ten newspapers was monitored every 
day for a four week period (June 1994); 
where there were different newspapers 
on Sundays or weekends compared to 
weekdays, then ten weekend/Sunday 
newspapers were selected in addition to 
ten weekday newspapers. Half the 
newspapers have been selected on the 
basis of their circulation, to ensure 
inclusion of newspapers  with  the 
largest readerships. The remainder 
were selected to reflect the range of 
other newspapers in the country and 
normally included at least one financial 
paper.  The monitoring of the selected 
newspapers in each country and the 
preparation of national reports was 
undertaken by an expert selected with 
the assistance of the Network member 
in that country (for further details, see 
Appendix 1).  'Notes of guidance' were 
prepared, covering the themes to be 
monitored (ie.  fathers  and fatherhood; 
mothers and motherhood; parents and 
parenthood;  men  and  caring  for 
children;  and  reconciliation  of 
employment and caring for children) 
and the range of items to be included. 
However the  'notes of guidance'  were 
not  prescriptive;  the  expert  was 
expected to  use her/his expertise and 
knowledge to  identify items even if 
they did not appear under a  clear 
headline. In practice, there was  some 
variation in the range of items covered. 
For this and other reasons, quantitative 
analysis and comparisons is  difficult 
and potentially misleading.  However, 
Table  1 does show the number of 
feature articles in each country falling 
under one of the five main headings 
(see Appendix 2). 
AT THE END of the monitoring period, a 
national report of about  15  pages was 
prepared for each country.  Each report 
(a) presents an analysis of the results of 
the monitoring exercise covering the 
number of references to  the five key 
subjects, the type of references (eg. 
news items,  articles etc), and the 
content of the references; and (b) 
places this analysis in context, for 
example indicating if the coverage 
during the monitoring period was 
unusual or not,  or influenced by some 
recent event or debate. The reports also 
draw attention to items of particular 
interest and significance. 
7 OME  EVENTS  WERE 
MORE SPECIFIC to  indi-
vidual  countries  and 
affected the coverage of 
our themes, for example 
a Government-funded 
advertisement campaign 
to  promote part-time 
work (Belgium) and a 
project on part-time work 
as  a  remedy  against 
unemployment 
(Germany); the implementation of a new 
Family Law (France); and pregnancies in 
unusual circumstances - a 63-year old 
woman, and two young lesbian women 
(Italy). 
-
RECONCILING 
EMPLOYMENT & 
FAMILY LIFE 
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Newspaper  coverage  under  this 
heading  mainly  related  to  leave 
arrangements and part-time work. To  a 
lesser extent the issue of reconciliation 
is  also touched on  in  some items on 
survey results and other statistical data 
published during the month, on family-
related job discrimination and on 
certain structural features of the labour 
market. 
IN  DENMARK,  a lot of attention was 
given to  new leave arrangements, 
introduced at the beginning of the year, 
and which include 6  months  'child 
care'  leave for  each parent as  an 
individual and non-transferable right 
and another 6 months if agreed by the 
employerS. A year ago,  'leave' did not 
appear in Danish newspapers; in June 
Newspaper  content  obviously  reacts  to  events  to a  large 
extent;  any analysis  of newspaper coverage  of a  particular 
subject  needs  to  bear  in  mind  what was  making  big  news 
at the time.  Certain  events  in June 1994 influenced  events 
in all countries: the elections for the European Parliament, 
the  commemoration  of  the  D·Day  invasion,  two  major 
sport  events  (the  Football  World  Cup  and  the  Wimbledon 
tennis  championship) · and  Fathers  Day.  The  monitoring 
also  took  place  in  the  middle  of  the  International  Year  of 
the  Family,  which  has  generated  a  wide  range  of 
newspaper coverage in all countries on  relevant issues. 
1994, the coverage was extensive in 
feature articles, columns and readers' 
letters. These reflect criticisms of the 
scheme (from some opposition parties 
and employers), some worries (by 
some equal opportunity campaigners 
who fear that leave will be used mainly 
by  women)  and  enthusiasm  (in 
practice, the scheme has been a success 
judged in terms of take-up). 
A  GovERNMENT  MINISTER,  a  man, 
received considerable attention when 
he took a period of leave. He wrote in 
an article that 'the leave schemes are an 
indication of  a new, positive conception 
of  work in  which giving priority to  the 
progress and value of  life,  to work and 
to  children,  are  the central issues'. 
Finally, a newspaper undertook a small 
survey asking how foreign business 
people view Danish 'leave' regulations. 
Reactions ranged from sympathy to 
indignation ('Competition and care are 
two  completely different factors that 
cannot be combined';  'I would be very 
upset if I  were  to  be let down by a 
Danish businessman because he had to 
look after a child with a cold.  I would 
take it as an insult'  )6. 
Dtsvctrre. kan  )es \kli 
urders'KYi'le  ()rch-tn 
?~ de.  ~  rntlliord~ $ 
\-\~ 'JE.(,fS!N,  Jec_} er  pa borset-scrlov  1. During the month, the Danish Social 
Ministry published a report on social 
support offered by businesses to  their 
employees. This included policies to 
help working parents such as  flexi-
time,  extra leave for care reasons and 
extra payments to  workers on leave. It 
received a lot of media coverage. 
Finally,  a Danish survey of children's 
feelings about unemployment, reported 
in several newspapers, led to some 
discussion about lone fathers and 
employment. The chair of the Equal 
Status  Council  referred  to  the 
difficulties that such fathers face at 
work and calls for a  study of lone 
fathers and their 19,000 children. 
5 For more  information,  see  Jytte Jensen (1994) 
'A new Childcare Leave Scheme: towards a better 
family  life  and less  unemployment'  in  the 
Childcare Network's 1993 Annual Report. 
Published by and available from  the European 
Commission's Equal Opportunities Unit,  (DG V). 
6  'Konkurrence og  omsorg er to  helt forskellige 
storrelser;  som ikke kan forenes  ...  Jeg  ville  blive 
meget sur,  hvis jeg blev braendt af en dansk 
forretningsmand,  sam skulle passe et forkolet 
barn  .. ' (source : Berlingske Tidende, June 5). 
9 ,EN ALS  U 
'f  '  '  <~ 
~,;NU  EENS 
~:~;BETAALD 
·:·\\fERD OM 
ETWAT 
IN  BELGIUM the issue of part-time 
work received a good deal of attention 
with  some  references  made  to 
initiatives  involving  childcare 
provision.  But  the  main  story 
concerned  public  reactions  to  a 
campaign  commissioned  by  the 
Flemish Government to  advertise some 
financial incentives to promote part-
time work.  The gender biased way in 
which the message was publicised 
offended supporters of equal opportuni-
ties.  Two  different photographs were 
used. One pictures a  well-dressed 
woman hurrying along with a briefcase 
and a crying child in'her arms; it rs 
:!  .subt~tled 'And if you were~to be paid tot;, 
t.ptcr:it.  m~m~ .· ~asily?'. Another pictures 
a: ~an undei{ 'srress in an  of~ce, on the 
~;::i:g~~pe in ·frOnt of a  P~ sq!!en; the 
;i,lt· ~~J.iijtl~ : ll~r~is ·~nd if you  w~t:e to  be 
: ; >  J  'f>'ald'tO. erttol'again in training?'·  .~• 1 
~  -~~~~  ~~.::~~  ~::  ~.  ;i·~ 
INITIALLY,  IN  EARLY  JUNE, several 
newspapers simply referred to  this 
advertisement campaign.  By  mid June, 
they published some public reactions 
criticising the gender role  stereotypes. 
At that time, the spokesperson for  the 
community Government declared there 
were no  problems. But the federal 
Minister of Employment and Equal 
Opportunities stated publicly that she 
considered the material used in the 
campaign to be flawed.  Overall, no 
reference to  these events was found in 
~he  French-language  Belgian 
newspapers. IN GED111 
~'-'YlAJVY. 
an  ongo.  ' SEVED 'L  Ing  di  ~vt  ITEM, 
employme  ~cussion ab  s REFLECT 
cons, its p  tnt,  Including  ?Ut ParHime 
,....  o enf 1  Its  p  "lent - and  Ia  to redu  ros  and 
of fathers  ito facilitate  thee~ unelllploy-
the  numbe~ chiJdcare.  It  i~nvoJvement 
leave ren-.  .  of lllen tak·  noted that  .  ••laJns  v  Ing 
article  ref]  ery low (ab  Parental 
f!ousewifi  ,  ects  on  'P  out 1%  ). A.n 
hties  f, e, considerin  rofession  . 
experienc~r  Utilizing g  ~hh~ Possibi~ 
futur;e  and  con-.p  Is  empl  "l  eten  .  ProbJ  0Ylllent  7'L  ce In  ems  f.  ·  .1.11e  s  ·  qualified  aced  b  ~ecific 
lllotherho:~lllen in  c~m~·Ig_hly 
career  and  a  lnmg 
are  al  Profe  · 
the  unequal  so dealt  With  ssionaJ 
to  get invoJ  opportunities ,lias  Well  as 
es  ·  Ved  ·  or Ill  Pecla]Jy in th  In  (regional)  o.t~ers 
e state ofB  Politics 
L  ava.na  ' 
N SPAIN  . 
to  th  '1\· IVca 
·  e PUblic  ·  ATTENTION 
tn numb  atlOn  of th  WAs  GIVE 
Instituters (  1982-92') fj e report  Wom  N 
e  of  rom th  en 
documents  d  Women  I  e national 
fi  eve]  ·  t 
orce Participaf opments in  th  lllainJy 
and  the  cha  Ion  of Spa  .  e labour 
.structures  nges occurrin  ni~h Women 
I~stitute in .  A.t  the  sam g  I~ family 
!lltY of  Cata  th~ A.utonomo e  tlme,  an 
Indicating a  l~ma  PUblished us  Commu-
in  term  ess encou  . survey dat 
Some atst of attitudes ragmg  situationa 
enti  and p  .  govern,....e  on Was aJ  ractices 
1  ••l  nt de  · .  so  g ·  .  eave  A...- CISion  to  lven  to  · lYlOst s  .  exte  d  a 
on  the  in  Pamsh new  n  Parental 
~omen  in  t~~~a~ing in v~f:~ers report 
s as a Positiv: ;ur  force and lllen~ of 
eveJopn-.  consider  -.lent. 
lociales publica - el estudio «La mujer en cifras: una decada~ 1982-92>> 
a. desigualdad entre sexos 
ersiste, aunque·  disminuye· 
ualdades educmivas y labtJrales entre los 
han reduddo coruiderablemenlt duranre 
:  Ultimos alios, pero todavfa la.t mujeres se 
11, en muchos aspecto. J,  en una sittwcion de 
ioridad. Esta e.t Ia principal conclusion del 
elaborado porellnstituto de ill Mujer. fi'/A 
ujer en dfras. : una dkada. 1982·1992•. que 
!Stntti ayer en Madrid la m:mistl'!4 de Asunros 
-~~~~}ZQ  --·-
;as  del  Ultimo  cc:nso 
cioo U991) 'ifran el 
de  csp.aOOtes  en 
i19, de  los que  un  51 
, fito  s<:m  mujeres. Hay, 
198.805  mujeres  mas 
11l1bres. 
' de Jus aspector. que me~ 
·  -clin~lu 
Sociale.t. Cristina Albenii. El dam alentador se 
erzmentra en Ia educar:i6n: las muj1/res represeman 
mtb del 50 por ciento del alumnado wtiversitario 
espoffollA otra cara de Ia fftolteda e. v,  sin emba11o. 
Ia fiJita de crtrrt•sportdencia de  t~ste porcentaj'e ctm los 
referidoJ altrabajo: de cadtl dos parados. uno es 
mujer y la retribuci6n de lets fiminas es. por Jo 
gcneraJ, un 20 por ciento inferior a la de los hombres. ITALY,  THE  ISSUE  OF  RECON-
ILIATION gained little attention. The 
l
llllllllllllllf esults of a regional survey were dealt 
ll,ith, as  local news, mostly referring to 
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the difficulties women encounter in 
trying to reconcile family and work. 
ALTHOUGH FRENCH NEWSPAPERS  fre-
quently refer to  this  issue, they rarely 
deal with it in its own right. It appears 
in items on subjects such as  women's 
employment (or their higher rates of 
unemployment), unequal salaries or 
women  having  part-time  jobs  in 
traditional 'feminine' sectors. The 
observation that women's jobs are more 
precarious, of less interest and on 
average receive substantially less 
payment brought both the Minister of 
Social Affairs and the Minister of 
Employment  to  revive  the  High 
Council for Equal Opportunities which 
has not meet since 1992. The former 
put the issue as follows: 
'In  legal terms,  all seems to  have been 
planned in order that women have 
equal opportunities as men.  But to 
further change minds, behaviours, 
traditions and customs as well as to 
tackle  taboos is  more difficult than to 
pass legislation •7. 
JOB 
\~)t~~~~~.U\ff'%V"c;cc\(i, 
REFERENCE  IS  MADE  IN  UK news-
papers to  sex discrimination cases, in 
particular a long running story about a 
Royal Navy nurse who was awarded 
financial  compensation  for  being 
sacked from the service because she 
was pregnant.  Some coverage is  also 
given to an OECD job study suggesting 
an extension of part-time work in  the 
public sector. 
7 'Sur le  plan !egislatif,  tout semble avoir ete 
prevu pour que les femmes soient a  egalite avec les 
hommes. Mais faire evoluer les esprits, changer les 
comportements,  les habitudes,  les  traditions et 
combattre les tabous est plus difficile que de faire 
voter un texte ligislatif' (source: France-Soir, 15 
Juin 1994). the 
'ty Of 
mother)? 
During June,  fuelled by 
a new book by  a p's,ycbologist who 
argued  that  alternate  custody 
arrangements run against the child's 
interest. THE SECOND PROBLEM AREA referred to 
in the newspapers relates to child 
abuse, neglect or ill-treatment by 
parents. For example, the UNICEF 
annual report 'The Progress of  Nations' 
refers to Denmark having the fourth 
highest death rate among children due 
to presumed ill-treatment by parents. 
This stimulated discussion about the 
right of parents to inflict corporal 
punishment on their own children. 
More generally, incest, ill-treatment, 
neglect as well as the pressure on 
children to perform (exams!) were also 
dealt with. 
••••~N BELGIUM, MANY  ITEMS  are labelled 
as  'crisis'  issues  and  related  to 
lillllll. arenthood, such as children and AIDS, 
drugs, adoption, divorce, learning 
ifficulties, as  well as bio-ethical 
uestions.  In UK newspapers, writers 
em more prepared to  give their 
inions and views and generalise 
lllllllll·~~;~~~ parents and parenthood. Parents 
said to need training and values, 
ust tackle drugs and maintain 
ds and control schools. 
SEVERAL  NATIONAL  EXPERTS  include 
discussions  on  family  life  and 
demographic characteristics (  eg fertility 
levels,  marriage  patterns)  in  the 
parenthood category. This certainly 
applies to  the newspapers in France. 
Several issues can be looked at  under 
this  heading, although none explicitly 
focuses  on parenthood as  such.  Some 
newspapers pay attention to the specific 
difficulties which parents/families of 
foreign nationality are facing; the 
common ground is  that reference is 
made to these families being at risk of 
expulsion despite the fact that at least 
one member is  French. Demographic 
changes invite a number of reflections 
on declining marriage rates or on 
comparisons of the national fertility 
level with the situation abroad (eg.  in 
Sweden). Finally, the Minister of Social 
Affairs  submitted  a  proposal  to 
Parliament to  change Family Law,  and 
part of the  discussion  about  this 
proposal is also voiced in terms of 
parenthood. 
IN THE GERMAN PRESS, besides the 
discussion on the pros and cons of  joint 
custody, a variety of items are dealt 
with:  the financial situation of and 
structural support for large families; the 
search for appropriate school-age child 
care services or for a communal living 
arrangement involving children; and 
the strenuous procedure required for 
the adoption of foreign children. 
IN  ITALY,  VERY  FEW  REFERENCES 
referring to  'parents' were found.  It is 
suggested that this topic does not make 
'news' or that the interest in previous 
years, related to intergenerational 
conflicts, has faded away.  Or it could 
be  that  attention  shifted  towards 
'family and children'. ....  -:;MOTHERS AND 
,~;~ :~-_M ;~THERHOOD 
'- ',  -- IT: 'IS  NOTED  IN  MOST  NATIONAL 
·  :IffiPokTs:  that-'mothers' and  'mother-
.': Jao: od!  :as  such. are only occasionally 
· :de_ alt: ·with.·  ..  ·  Aithough  .frequently 
referred to: ; when :pai:t-time work or 
leaye · aQ"arigefrients are discussed (see 
secii ~on ·:oQ .  'Req<}Qciling Employment 
and F:hb,ily·  Ljf~;); ~ mothers ;otherwise 
seem  hardly : t~  {eatur~ fri  newspapers 
except  for ..  extre'rp..e  oi  :unusual 
situations. The issue·  !late mother: 
hood' is an example. 
IN ITALY,  maternity does· not seem to 
evoke  any  spedal  interest  in 
newspapers,  unless  'exceptional' 
situations are involved. This occurred 
in June 1994 when several newspapers 
commented upon the situation of a 63-
year old woman becoming a mother, as 
well as of a lesbian couple deciding to 
have  a  child  through  artificial 
insemination. Both events provoked a 
great deal  of attention, including 
comments  from  experts  and 
representatives of associations. 
THE DISCUSSION  ABOUT  MOTHERHOOD 
in the Danish press is often part of 
other articles on issues such as  labour 
market,  leave  arrangements  and 
childcare. In Belgium, the analysis 
provides  only  a  few  examples  of 
women dealt with  as  mothers.  In 
Spain, the limited number of items 
under this category mostly deal with 
Constitutional  or  Supreme  Court 
decisiop~,  guarantyeing  pregnant 
women ;or. mothers; MTith babies basic 
rights as  employees. In France, the 
issue  of motherhood  is  almost 
completely absorbed in discussions 
about women's employment or their 
role in family life when the proposed 
Family Law is reflected upon. 16 
THE GERMAN NEWSPAPERS too have 
few items on mothers, beyond the 
socio-political discussion of part-time 
employment  and  the  issue  of 
reconciliation discussed earlier. The 
situation of adolescent mothers is 
raised, describing a home-like living 
arrangement (in Berlin and  Mti~nclhen 
allowing them to 
while staying 
mothers are ONLY  A  LIMITED NUMBER of 
under this general 
be due to the 
language uses the 
),  both for fathers 
spite t~1s ·Source of 
confusion, ie is felt that·  fathers  feature 
rather·  anecdotally in the newspapers. 
,They are usually portrayed negatively 
(eg:  poor payment of .maintenance, a 
, ratlier 'le~ving Ills baby " in the  c~riWhJ.fe . 
visiting pubs) or'ironicaliy' (eg: a . 
regional celebrity changing the  nappy 
of his baby). 
FATHERS  ARE  ALSO  PORTRAYED as 
'monsters', whenever situations of 
violence and/or neglect are highlighted. 
The  discussion  in  the  Danish 
newspapers on  custody  also  questions 
whether it is  necessary to  give visiting 
rights to  men who have acted v·  tly 
against  women  and  childr  he 
17 T THE OTHER EXTREME, most national 
eports refer to  'Sports' items which 
icture famous  sportsmen also as  kind 
••••  t,nd dedicated fathers,  albeit mostly at 
the time they leave their home and 
ountry in order to participate at a 
ajor sports event abroad; for example, 
ootball  players  were  portrayed 
ositively as  fathers,  holding their son 
or daughter before taking off for the 
orld Cup in the USA. 
IN DENMARK, as  well as in some other 
ountries, the fathers of tennis stars 
Mary Pierce, Steffi Graf) featured 
egatively in a number of newspapers. 
MORE GENERALLY,  NEWSPAPERS like to 
portray  'famous men'  in their role  as 
fathers. In the UK press, Prince Charles 
provides a very prominent example of 
this. There are many photographs 
presenting well-known men as  good-
looking fathers with their children, 
reflecting the pre-occupation of some 
newspapers with the  'private lives'  of 
the rich and famous. A number of items 
exemplify the impact children have on 
their father's behaviour and vice vers ~IJIJIJI 
But reflecting back on their fa  1 
father  some children also provok 
generous newspaper comments 
Montgomery,  'great general, 1 
father'). ~~I,J:ER  ISSUES  GAINED  some 
promirt,~~Ce in the UK:  the  actions of 
the Child $upport Agency assessing 
and  collecti~g :  ;~aintenance payments 
from non-resident fathers  and men in 
relation to childbearing  (s~erm donors, 
post-natal depression). The issue of 
procreation (e.g! artificial insemination, 
sperm donorship), also appeared in 
Italy where •two major issues were 
dealt with:  child custody and the non-
existence of ;t, '{ather' in specific cases 
of artificia ~l irise¢ination (63-year old 
woma':l-1 l~sbran C9ilf>le ). 
~<;  ~  ~;  '  ~ < 
9  ,'  ' . .  ':,  ~: ··::" 
'Welcher fttgnn ,&~li.i . schon freiwillig in  die 
schlechter be~dhltln  11e~aje? Manner verdienen 
im  statisiisch~~ ;d,;rf:ih;dhnitt,  in Frauenberufen: 
,. ~ut 700,-DMweniger als in Miinnerjobs,  wenn 
· q.uch  immer no,ch  mehr als Frauen  in  denselben 
,  Berufen '  .. 'Mange]des Ansehen und eingeschriinkte 
b~rufliche Perspe~~ve spielen bei der Berufswahl 
dte  entscheidende·/!:qlle'  (Source: Siiddeutschen 
Zeitung, June 16).  · • 
MEN AND CARING." ·+··r·•:·"''++Y6·t"01t%••"" 
FOR CHILDREN 
, Solllpared to  t~e previous  · c,atego .rh~s ; 
men as  carers  was hardl:y- ~found in 
newspapers  iodb~l,s ·evend!uropean 
countries Aealt  ~~i~i ;In Italy, it ;was: a 
non-issue in the' hew ·silaJl~ .is  !;and.  the 
expert concludes that this subject is 
fairly unapp;ealing for journalist of 
newspapers; :who consider it to be 
'narrow' or 'specialized'.  Fren~h 
newspapers dh not seem to have dealt 
with this  sp~~~~ .ic issue during  Jun~.".  · 
1994. In Qelgi,qpt, there is  almost~ iii  r.? .  · ·!  •·  • y  •. •  •  ~ 
reference:eicept for one. e,itenki~~ :·:·  .:.~·· ::;:;::: :· 
report  about . the  advantciges::b:ti::::  ;  .:;;;;;::·· · 
breastfeeding·whfch Tefers ·ro"the . r~l~ ~s:::;' ·  ., ~z=
7 ·• 
of men; 1t  ~ .J.l&g~st~ .  ~l,l~tJath~rs , sboultt:!:~t::"' 
not feel  exclUde~: ~llf! pan : t*e itll~ ieia·'". 
at  night in  caring for 'tlfe' b'; aoy.  In  the 
UK, although there were few  items on 
this issue, some were negative (e.g.rape 
by  a male baby-sitter,  a male teacher 
being accused of sexual abuse of 
pupils). 
SOME ARTICLES  DEALT  WITH  MEN in 
'caring professions' (e.g. teachers, 
dentists) and some reference was made 
to  childcare professionals.  In  the 
German press, one article explicitly 
documents  and  reflects  on  the 
enrolment of men in so called women's 
jobs, including work in kindergartens 
(where men  account for about 2%  of 
workers) and  creches (less than  1%). 
The discrepancies are highlighted 
between preferences at the  individual 
level and characteristics of the  labour 
force  system at  the structural level.  To 
account for such differences,  reference 
is made to the impact of lower salaries 
and modest job perspectives 'Which 
man would freely enter into poorly paid 
jobs? On average,  men earn about 
700,- DMark less in women s  jobs than 
in  men's jobs; but still more than 
women in  the  same type of  job' .  .  .  'A 
lack of social esteem and reduced 
professional prospects are the most 
influential factors  in  choosing  a 
profession'9. 
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ring'  experience of a father, a 
rnalist, facing gender-stereotyped 
ctions and comments. In  Spain too, 
expert included here some items 
ealing  with  the  work of men  in 
'caring' professions such as teachers or 
dentists. 
IN DENMARK, the quality of childcare 
services is carefully monitored by 
parents and in  the press. The Danish 
expert notes that  'if the  standards in  a 
nursery are changed,  if grants to 
kindergartens are  reduced,  if school 
districts are altered, if the cost of 
childcare services is  raised,  if the 
standard of service is  curtailed,  if an 
institution is  re-built  ... then  it is  in  the 
newspapers and parents  react by 
summoning meetings and writing angry 
readers' letters'. 
There were many examples of this  in 
June, including letters by fathers  about 
their children's childcare services. 
JUNE  ALSO SAW  ONE  DANISH  NEWS· 
PAPER  run  a  series on men - 'the 
weaker sex'  - and masculine values. 
This covers issues about fatherhood 
and men caring for children. A veteran 
of  the  Danish  men's  movement 
comments:  'With women out in  the 
labour market,  care and the feminine 
domain are increasingly becoming 
men's affairs. Many of today 's  men 
have grown up either with their mother 
alone or with a father who was,  in 
practice,  not part of their daily life  ... 
They  have to  learn  to  be a father and 
they also have to learn to be a man'.  10 in the previous section at some of the main 
·ew  of  newspapers,  we  turn  now  to 
findings and to  do  so  in the  context 
of  the  general  comments  and  conclusions  made  by  the 
national experts in their national reports. 
T  IS  IMPORTANT to  remember 
the 'snapshot' nature of this 
exercise, covering as it did just 
four  weeks.  The  national 
experts were asked whether 
they felt that the period covered 
was  unusual:  for example, had 
the key issues received more or 
less  attention  in  previous 
months? In general, the answer 
····~JJ  was 'no'. Probably with the 
exception of Italy, the coverage 
in June was fairly typical. 
IT IS  ALSO  IMPORTANT  TO  REMEMBER 
that newspapers are by no  means the 
only media, or even the only printed 
media. Compared to other printed 
media, newspapers are characterised by 
their focus on  'news' items and, to 
some extent, by the transience and 
superficiality of the  attention they pay 
to  issues. The experts from France, 
Germany and Italy, for example,  noted 
that newspapers did not fully reflect the 
discussion about the role of fathers that 
could be found  in magazines  and 
books, and which seemed better able to 
provide more substantial comments and 
reflections. 
mainly reflected in those newspapers 
with a more middle-class readership. At 
the same time, financial newspapers 
also had little coverage of the main 
themes in our monitoring exercise, 
including reconciliation of employment 
and family life. The Danish expert 
voiced her surprise that the new leave 
arrangements in her country were 
hardly  dealt  with  in  the  national 
business  newspaper,  despite  the 
potential impact on workplaces of 
many Danish workers taking leave. 
THE UK EXPERT  NOTED  that  'human 
interest'  stories which involved fathers 
made up  nearly a third of the items 
under the  'fathers and fatherhood' 
category; virtually all of them were 
news items and focused on events, 
rather than the wider issues involved. In 
particular they reflected a more general 
preoccupation of British newspapers -
mostly in the  'tabloid' press - with the 
private lives of the rich and famous and 
with representations of fathers as either 
heroes or villains:  'monster stories 
(about fathers) were as popular as 
glossy  rich  and 
famous men looking 
NATIONAL  EXPERTS  ALSO  REFERRED  to 
differences between popular, more 
'sensation-oriented' newspapers and 
newspapers with more general interests. 
This division can also be looked at in 
terms  of the  social class of the reader-
ship of different newspaper. The Danish 
expert, for  example, noted that issues 
about fathers  and men as  carers were 
good  with  their 
children  ...  Fathers 
did heroic things or 
side-stepped their 
responsibilities  -
but very  little  in 
between'. 
tii  To iAAVAillAt{  i  Mi ..  1£Mfi 
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; THE :V:l'IITED.  KINGDQ~  ·H6WEVER 
APt  atqnei in ;this matter:  althoug}l 
newspapyJ;S  ·~p the majority o( eouhtries 
in  thi~;  ada~~sis featured  ite~s about 
men  ~s fathe~~' very few of"tlieSti items 
looked at wider issues  oefi't't~ tning 
fathers  and  fatliei~C>(;if "p~r ·e~~~pl~,*, ·"""; · 
Fathers Day was mbs" tly  "  in 
· t!Ie French press  thr~;J..kg.tJ.;:  af.1~~ ett,J. 1$:t! 
:.ments and  otl} ~~·~~ ~~Trrt~;~!~ ~~~~ ±.il~R: 
,;ti ther 
' h.'O~d  involvement in 
aring. The Belg 
experts  .....  .........  .  som~ Ja:atching-up 
': rrewspapei:' cove!age  ~f  t}le parent-child 
re}fition s hi,n~ , ,Ilews,Pip1ir\,have pre- .  "< 
viousl>;;:dealt w ith$~  sitriatit;>n of we~~ ~;Uf"''tl 
known working moth'ers' ·antl how thfi.;.",;  ; 
cdmbiped wnrk and family responsi- "• 
biliti (\o~ · :  ~u ;t ·  although well:known 
fathed  :are  .;now also dealt  their 
stories do no:t deal with  of 
reconciliation. 
More generally, the UK 1~xpert sil~~d '  .. ·  ······,  DANISH  NEWSPAP~ ,I!S, :~ioiiDi' ':t: );'' 
up his analysis ofthe.British  press :as ·:;~= ;ex:~eption to  tl)i~ rg~neraF;pn;:( 
follows:· 'f'f!ere  is very limited debcue<' ,. ]~anish  e. x.pert C()ilcludes: 
within the  .. media about fathers (am! ;  'Men  are. w~:t~ ifeatured in Danis.tt;;" 
men and cfii .l~ca;re). What debate there ,  ri:'i!wspaJ?~~rs ~'f bere f!reviously  th~ 1 
is focuses oit: tfie changing role of  men .  focus wa~: on t4i  man in ~relation to, fo; · 
as  1:Jreadwi~hers: ..  Ite"!seJt~er concen- . example? :' gend~r an~. :ft'(':~~oyment, a 
trated on men l'!!ho  l1iei'f:!  : working (the .  pa~t ofthe  .de~t,zte  i!ft: ' 1r l!5~rl~years has 
rich  ·and  famous  i1Jclu~ed)  and:·  ·been ~ .bout ,.IJ'len  as/at~~ts hnd carin 
[referred, to] iJ,.eir role in  the family a;  perso~ s as) /:le  newspap e ~s in June 
leisure time  and the  effects on fathers,  sh'ow;'d  quit~ clearly  ... All in  aU, a new, 
mothers and children when they are not  modem cq.rir/g man is pushing forward. 
in work.'  This develonrnent is perhap$,going 
slowly but it 'is taking the  d(r:~f.Jlgn of 
.!> 
.,- ::-·  ··:l·<t---A~ :t·: f;· :t·  ~~ 
,, · t  -,~''t~  ,.  \-:>1tW:>::t . ,, 
~! ,:::; the  re-unified man who is  capable of 
being a caring father yet also  capable 
of  preserving the masculine qualities.' 
FINALLY,  A  NUMBER  OF  EXPERTS 
REFERRED  to  issues  concerning 
language. The Spanish expert noted 
that it was sometimes difficult to know 
whether items referred to  'fathers' or 
'parents' because the Spanish language 
uses  the  same word for both.  Gender-
neutral  language  is  used  quite 
frequently in Belgian newspapers, not 
because of the French or Flemish 
languages but because of an  informal 
consensus to  refer to  'parents'  instead 
of 'mothers' when writing about care 
and childbearing. The Belgian experts, 
however,  also  observe that  this  clearly 
applies less when sport is the subject or 
when  'popular' newspapers are ana-
lysed. They notice that gender-based 
stereotypes and cliches remain alive 
and well in the accounts of sporting 
events and in the way that sportsmen 
report about their performance of 
family  tasks.  Finally, both the Spanish 
and Belgian experts refer to  an  ironic 
style used in some newspapers when 
reporting about men caring for babies. 
THE MONITORING  EXERCISE  REPORTED 
here shows that there was little news-
paper coverage of the  focal  themes of 
this report - more equal sharing of 
family responsibilities between mothers 
and fathers and reconciling employ-
ment and family life for men as well as 
women.  Coverage  of fathers  and 
fatherhood focused on  other issues, for 
example custody of children, and on 
individual stories. Newspapers offered 
little  in  the  way  of role  models, 
guidance or support for men seeking a 
new  and more equal role  and place in 
the family:  as  one expert observed, 
'any  discussion  falters  after  the 
breadwinner role  except for a general 
'take more responsibility". Do NEWSPAPERS REFLECT a 'culture' of 
fatherhood  and men as  carers for 
children which is behind the beliefs and 
values held by citizens in the European 
Union? Or, put another way, how far is 
the European Union, in its emphasis on 
more  equal  sharing  and  men's 
responsibility for children's care and 
upbringing, in tune with what ordinary 
men and women in Europe think today 
about gender roles in the family? We 
can get some indicators from results 
from  the  Eurobarometer  survey  11 
conducted in Spring 1993; the survey is 
conducted twice a year throughout the 
European Union, with a sample of over 
12,000 men and women aged over  15 
years. 
ACCORDING  TO THE SURVEY,  a large 
majority of Europeans subscribe to  the 
opinion that  'it is  better for a child if 
the father is  very involved in  bringing 
up  the  child from  an  early age'.  Most 
also believe that  'both parents'  should 
be involved in carrying out a number of 
child-related tasks; younger people (25-
39 year olds) most frequently held 
these views. But there are some im-
portant variations from this general 
picture, when certain tasks are consi-
dered: About one third of Europeans 
questioned  consider  the  tasks  of 
dressing,  changing nappies, feeding or 
taking children to the doctor are mainly 
the  respon-sibility  of the  mother, 
whereas about one fifth consider that 
playing sport is mainly the  respon-
sibility of the father. The gendered 
nature of child-related tasks  is  empha-
sised, on average, rather more by men 
than women and by the oldest age 
groups  as  well as  by the youngest age 
group (15-24 years) of men. 
BUT  EVEN  MORE  REVEALING  are 
attitudes to the employment of mothers. 
There is  widespread awareness of the 
adverse effects of motherhood on 
women's employment. A large majority 
of men and women in the survey agree 
that neither marriage nor fatherhood are 
obstacles to  men's involvement in the 
labour market - but about a fifth con-
sider marriage an  obstacle to  women's 
working life and the proportion in-
creases to  a half for motherhood. Even 
so,  more than three-quarters of respon-
dents think that mothers should stay at 
home when children are young rather 
than go  out to  work, and although this 
view is more common among older 
people, it is still held by more than two-
thirds of men  and women under 40;  it 
is also more commonly held by parents 
than non-parents. 
TAKEN  TOGETHER, THESE  RESULTS 
point to  a continuing belief by  many 
men and women in Europe in gender 
differentiation  in  the  care  and 
upbringing of children with primary 
responsibility continuing to  rest with 
mothers, who preferably should not go 
out to  work. Fathers should be 'very 
involved' - but this seems to mean that 
their role is  to  support and  'help out' 
rather than share equally. The model of 
shared parenting, with employment and 
caring  work  and  responsibilities 
divided more equally, still has only 
minority support. This holds in all 
Member States, although of the coun-
tries  involved  in  this  monitoring 
exercise, Denmark shows most eviden-ce of support for shared parenting. 
Compared to  the EU Member States 
overall, substantially fewer Danish 
citizens say mothers should stay at 
home,  that changing nappies is  mainly 
the mother's responsibility and that 
playing sport with the children is 
mainly the father's responsibility. 
THE SOCIAL FABRIC  OF EUROPEAN 
SOCIETIES continues to be based on a 
socialisation process which assumes a 
gendered division of roles between the 
nurturer-caretaker and the protector-
combatant.  This division developed to 
meet the characteristics and require-
ments of hunting and peasant societies, 
and was reinforced to lie at the heart of 
old industrial societies - all  of which 
societies were very different to today's 
service-based societies. Despite the 
need to develop gender roles that are 
appropriate to  these new service-based 
societies, the past leaves a legacy of 
symbolism which precludes men,  as  a 
class, from assuming the primary child 
caretaker role and precludes women, as 
a class, from the role of primary 
protector/provider  12. 
11  SeeN. Malpas,  and P-Y.  Lambert (1993).  The 
Europeans and the Family; results of  an opinion 
survey (  Eurobarometer 39 ), Brussels:  European 
Commission (DGV). 
12  See, for example, R.D.  Day and WC.  Mackey 
(1986)  The  role  image of the American father:  an 
examination  of a  media  myth,  Journal  of 
Comparative Family Studies, 17 (3): 371-388. 
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The  monitoring  exercise  reported  here  shows  that  the 
issues  considered  (fathers,  mothers,  parenthood, 
reconciliation)  are  dealt with  in a  wide  variety  of 
newspapers.  Such  issues  rarely  make  front  page  news, 
unless they  touch  upon  the  exceptional  and  sensational, 
nor  are  they  often  examined  in  any  great  depth. 
Newspapers  reflect,  rather  then  lead,  public  opinion  in 
relation  to  gender roles  in  employment  and  family  life: 
leave arrangements and part-time work are predominantly 
discussed  in  relation  to  working  mothers,  while  fathers 
attract attention in relation to custody and maintenance. NLY  IN  DENMARK is 
there any  substantial 
evidence of a differ-
ent public discourse, 
which recognises and 
addresses men's role 
as  carers,  and in  this 
case it is more likely 
again  that  news-
papers are reflecting 
rather than forming 
public opinion. 
PROMOTING MALE INVOLVEMENT in the 
care and upbringing of children, as  the 
Union seeks to  do,  needs a variety of 
measures within a broad strategy, based 
on a careful analysisl3. The  'hardware' 
of policy measures, such as  leave 
arrangements, together with other 
structural, legal and institutional factors 
are  important.  But  they  are  not 
sufficient  conditions  to  promote 
increased involvement of men in caring 
for young children. The  'software' of 
cultural, interpersonal and psycholo-
gical factors  (e.g.images, role models, 
beliefs) needs also to be addressedl4. 
NEWSPAPERS PLAY A SIGNIFICANT ROLE 
in creating the  'culture' of fatherhood 
in our societies. They can sustain the 
view that men have less nurturing 
potential than women. For example, 
they can denigrate the idea of the male 
as  a primary child caretaker (cartoons 
have often been a powerful tool for 
such devaluation), and by so  doing 
reinforce the idea that caretaking and 
providing are distinct and mutually 
exclusive rolesl5. 
BUT THEY  CAN  ALSO  CHALLENGE this 
idea, by  acknowledging and exempli-
fying men's capacity for intimacy and 
attachment, rather than dominance and 
competition.  Actions  often  speak 
louder than words. The popular press 
can have a significant impact when 
they picture famous footballers, such as 
the Laudrups of Denmark, in their role 
as  caring fathers,  or if they highlight 
the decision of a Government Minister 
to take Parental Leave. 
YET AS  THESE  EXAMPLES  SHOW,  there 
are limits to what newspapers can do at 
a cultural level. If there are no men 
acting  as  role  models  of  more 
participant fathers,  newspapers cannot 
represent them. If there is  no  public 
discussion or initiatives, newspapers 
cannot  report  them.  Moreover, 
newspapers are commercial products, 
subject to  market economic principles 
and rules, not agents for social and 
cultural change. 
THERE  MAY  BE  MORE  POWERFUL 
MEDIA  such as  television in  creating 
'images' of fatherhood and of men as 
carers. As  noted before, one needs to 
remain aware of social class differen-
tials. It has been documented for TV-
situation comedy in the USA that the 
character of the ineffectual, even 
buffoonish working-class man has 
persisted  as  the  dominant  image 
contrasted with consistently competent 
working-class wives  and middle-class 
fathersl6. 
AT  THE SAME TIME, media do have 
some responsibilities-to consider and 
question the assumptions that underlie 
their reporting,  to  ensure that they  are 
not thoughtlessly reinforcing views and 
beliefs that are,  at least,  open  to 
question. Perhaps too  they have some 
responsibility to  consider the impli-
cations of social and economic de-
velopments, not least the growing 
number of women with children who 
are employed, the fact that the great 
majority of parents are now in the 
labour market, and gender roles that are 
appropriate to the new service societies. 
BUT IF THE  EUROPEAN UNION and the 
Member States believe that more equal 
parenting, with men more participant in 
the care and upbringing of children, is 
both right and necessary, then it places 
a responsibility on them to  stimulate 
public debate, take initiatives and 
encourage role  models  (not least 
politicians and other men in  prominent 
positions). The Steering Committee for 
Equal Opportunities in Broadcasting of 
the  European  Commission  could 
contribute on these issues. Overall, 
both the European Union and the 
Member  States  need  to  adopt  an 
innovative,  comprehensive,  and 
dynamic approach. In this way,  they 
will create events, stories and  agendas 
that newspapers and other media will 
then report and discuss. 
13 See, for example,  J.A.Levine, D. T.  Murphy and 
S.  Wilson ( 1993) Getting Men Involved: Strategies 
for Early Childhood Programs,  New  York: 
Scholastic Inc.; and EC Childcare Network (1994) 
Men  as  Carers;  towards  a  culture  of 
responsibility,  sharing and reciprocity,  Brussels: 
European Commission (DG V). 
14 See F.Deven  ( 1994)  'Male Involvement in 
Childrearing  and  Childcare:  reaching  the 
promised land?',  in  P.  Ghedini (ed.) Men as 
Carers: proceedings of  an international seminar 
held in  Ravenna,  May  1993, Bologna: Regione 
Emilia-Romagna. 
15 See  W. C.  Mackey (1985)  'A  cross-cultural 
perspective on perceptions of paternalistic 
deficiencies in  the  united States:  the myth of the 
derelict daddy', Sex Roles, 12 (516): 509-533. 
16 SeeR. Butsch (1992)  'Class and Gender in  4 
Decades of Television  situation Comedy:  plus  ~a 
change  .. ',  Critical  Studies  in  Mass 
Communication, 1992: 387-399; see also M. 
Cantor ( 1990)  'Prime-time fathers:  a study in 
change and continuity',  Critical Studies in Mass 
Communication, 1990: 275-285. 
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Wim JANSEN & Annemie VAN 
WINCKEL* 
'Het beeld van mannen als vaders en 
zorgdragers in de Belgische pers'. 
De Standaard, Het Nieuwsblad, 
De Morgen, Het Laatste Nieuws, 
Het Yolk, Gazet van Antwerpen, 
Le Soir, La Libre Belgique, 
Vers 1' Avenir, Le Peuple. 
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Gitte HANSEN 
'Danske avisers daekning afmaend i 
rollen som faedre og 
omsorgspersoner '. 
Politiken, J  y  Hands-Posten, 
Berlingske Tidende, Aktuelt, 
Information, Ekstra Bladet, Boersen, 
Week-end-avisen, Aarhus Stiftstidende, 
Heming Folkeblad. 
FRANCE 
Gerard NEYRAND 
'Les soins des peres et des hommes aux 
enfants. Etude de Ia presse quotidienne 
fram;aise enjuin 1994'. 
Le Figaro, La Croix, L'Humanite, 
France-soir, Le Monde, Liberation, 
Aujourd'hui, les Echos, Le Figaro 
Madame, Le Figaro Magazine, 
L'Humanite Dimanche. 
GERMANY 
Corina KONIG 
'Inhaltsanalyse von Zeitungsberichten 
ilber Viiter und Manner als 
Kinderbetreuer '. 
Die Zeit, Frankfurter Allgemeine 
Zeitung, Stiddeutsche Zeitung, Bild, 
Bild der Frau, Focus, Brigitte, Eltern, 
Wirtschaftswoche, Wochenpost. 
ITALY 
Maurizio QUILICI 
'Padri, Madri e Lavoro di Cura: 
Analisi dei Quotidiani Italiani'. 
La Repubblica, Corriere della Sera 
(ediz. romana), 11 Giorno, La Stampa, 11 
Resto del Carlino, La N azione, 
11 Messaggero, 11 Mattino, La Gazetta 
del Mezzogiorno, ll Sole 24 Ore. 
SPAIN 
Monica Garcia MARINOSO 
'Los Hombres y el Ciudado de Ninos : 
Ia Situacion en Espana'. 
ABC, El Pais, El Mundo, La Rioja, La 
Voz Galicia, Diario 16, Avui, El Correo 
Espanol, La Vanguardia, El Periodico C. 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Trefor LLOYD 
'Analysis of  Newspaper Coverage of 
Fathers and Men as Carers'. 
The Sun, Daily Mirror, Daily Mail, 
Daily Express, Daily Teleraph, 
Daily Star, Daily Record, Today, 
Times, Guardian, Independent, 
Financial Times, Sunday Sport, 
Observer, The People. TABLE I. 
Quantitative distribution of 'ARTICLES' into five  categories referring to  the 
main issues, by country (In percentages). 
Category  Country 
B  DK  F  G  I  E  UK* 
FATHERS  38  10  14  33  32  6  21 
MOTHERS  14  -**  22  33  61  11  25 
PARENTS  24  40  34  19  1  38  37 
CHILDCARE  0  15  4  1- 0  9  2 
RECONCILIATION  24  35  25  13  5  36  15 
N= 100%=  143  396  125  69  75  53  143 
* B= Belgium, DK= Denmark, F=  France, G=  Germany, I=  Italy,  E=  Spain, 
UK= United Kingdom 
**  The search of the Danish expert excluded items  dealing exclusively with 
motherhood, due to the necessity of limiting the extent of the materials. 
The selection procedure has  had some 
impact on  the  newspapers monitored. 
For example, financial newspapers 
were not included in Belgium as  this 
would have required the inclusion of 
two papers (French and Flemish). For 
Germany, the expert included four 
magazines to provide a more com-
prehensive picture. In Italy, some 
important newspapers from Northern 
Italy were left out in order to  maintain 
geographical balance. 
The extent to which 'information bites' 
were counted as  a unit differs to  some 
extent (news item, (photo) feature, 
storyline, letter, comment, advertise-
ments, interviews, editorial, reviews of 
books,  as  well  as  'Column's  and 
Pages').  The  Italian  expert,  for 
example, decided to exclude those 
items simply mentioning the mother/fa-
ther-label in the context of document-
ing  some  event  (eg  murder)  and 
focused instead on main articles. By 
contrast, another expert (UK)  included 
every item which refered to  'mother', 
'father' etc. For Spain, the expert 
strictly took 53  'pieces of information' 
into account, having noticed 141  items 
if she would take less strict criteria, still 
not including 42 photographs and 9 
graphs. For Belgium, almost 80% of all 
'information items' are articles, and 8% 
are pictures. 
Moreover, there remains the risk of 
double-count viewing the overlap 
(quasi-identical news items) whenever 
two newspapers belong to  the same 
concern/publisher. Therefore, a mere 
quantitative analysis and comparison of 
all these  'information bites' is quite 
hazarduous and difficult. However, in 
order  to  provide  a  quantitative 
indication of the amount of information 
in a variety of newspapers related to 
our issues, the national experts were 
requested to identify and count feature 
articles only (see Table 1). 
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